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Control

Smart and simple.
Administrative tool for management of valuables and keys

NEW KEYWIN GENERATION
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Event log

View all events in the log or choose the parts you 

need. The intelligent search function, with select and 

timeframe options, makes it easy for you to get the 

information or report you need.

All alarms in the log are clearly indicated in red and 

give you clear information about what or who trig-

gered the alarm.

Administration

A smart search function makes it easy to get a 

complete overview. Find the right user or key easily. 

Mark a key to see which users and groups are linked 

to that specific key, or mark the user or group to see 

which keys have been linked to it.

– now in the cloud.

Let us now show you the best possible way to administer your keys. We offer secure control and safe manage-

ment, whether you handle a few – or a few thousand – keys.

Digital systematisation, monitoring and control.

NEXT GENERATION

Connecting our Valuebox systems to KeyWin6 gives 

you additional control and more secure storage of 

your valuables. It enables you to check on keys and 

use as well as handling of valuables and equipment.

Connect your value boxes
NEW



Settings

You can use the settings to install a new system 

and add or remove administrators. In the tool you 

can also manage more advanced settings such as 

language settings, the number of valid characters in 

codes, backup and communication settings.

+ -

Our KeyWin web hosting service for your key 

management system has been developed in 

collaboration with Saab Combitech and offers the 

industry’s highest level of IT security, along with 

seamless and intuitive functionality.

NEWHosting

With our KeyWin6 reporting system, you can 

always keep track of your keys movements. 

Among other things, you can get a list of the most 

common alarms for each given period. You can 

easily view a list of the most frequent system 

users as well as of the most frequently used keys. 

The data is displayed in diagrams giving a clear 

overview of the use of the system.

NEWReporting

With the KeyWin6 key booking system, you can easily 

pre-book keys as well as valuables. You can always 

be sure that these will be available when you need 

them.

Booking NEW

G4S Cash Solutions is one of three business areas within G4S 
Sweden that makes use of key cabinets from Creone. That’s 
how you create secure cash handling for your customers  
every day.

Mikael Svensson of G4S explains more on creone.com.

KeyWin6 is also 

available for mobile 

applications. 
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Contact 

If you would like to know more, kindly visit our website  

or contact us at creone@exposales.com.au 

www.creone.com.au

Dealers




